We investigate a class of "shape allophiles" that fit together like puzzle pieces as a method to access and stabilize desired structures by controlling directional entropic forces. Squares are cut into rectangular halves, which are shaped in an allophilic manner with the goal of re-assembling the squares while self-assembling the square lattice. We examine the assembly characteristics of this system via the potential of mean force and torque, and the fraction of particles that entropically bind. We generalize our findings and apply them to self-assemble triangles into a square lattice via allophilic shaping. Through these studies we show how shape allophiles can be useful in assembling and stabilizing desired phases with appropriate allophilic design.
Introduction
Self-assembly and allophily both play crucial roles in biological systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . The way in which proteins, enzymes, and DNA fit together have inspired and guided researchers to consider "allophilic" geometries [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] , so-called because these geometries are specifically designed to "like" each other. These structures fit together like puzzle pieces with the ability to create hierarchical structures. Lock-and-key colloids [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , designed and synthesized to exploit shape and entropic depletion forces for assembly, are an example of shape allophiles. Of course, biological systems such as enzymes and proteins rely not only on geometry and entropy, but also on intra-and inter-molecular forces to guide and hold structures in place. It remains to untangle this relationship and understand the contribution of the entropic interaction, answering the question: is shape alone enough to assemble these structures?
Many ordered phases can be obtained via shape alone [15, 16] , arising from entropic patches [17, 18] and their associated directional entropic forces (DEFs) [17, 19, 20] . DEFs are emergent, resulting from the collective behavior of the system. Much like enthalpic patches [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , these entropic patches allow for particles to form entropic bonds with neighboring particles [17, 18] .
Here we show that shape allophilic patterning is a quantifiable and designable approach that can be used to increase the strength of the entropic bond formed between neighboring pairs of particles. This results in a larger number of bonded particles and a higher degree of order of the self-assembled phase. We demonstrate these findings on a system of rectangular colloids, and explain our findings by calculating and comparing the potential of mean force and torque (PMFT) [17, 18] as a measure of the strength and directionality of the DEFs between particles, as well as a bonding metric to quantify the assembly propensity and success of specific shape-allophilic patterns. Finally we apply this knowledge to allophilically pattern and induce an ordered self-assembled phase of triangles that is otherwise inaccessible.
Methods
Figure 1: Self-assembly of (a) N = 1024 squares and (b) N = 2048 2 : 1 aspect ratio rectangles. The rectangles do not successfully assemble the square lattice, but rather the similar yet distinct random domino (parquet) tiling due to the mixing entropy [26] available to the rectangles. We investigate a simple two-dimensional system to determine the effect that allophilic shaping has on assembly propensity. We choose squares as a generic class of "parent" shape to determine if their "child" halves would reassemble the parent square and self-assemble the square lattice, as shown in Figure 1 . Squares and rounded squares have been previously investigated, providing a solid foundation for further study [27] [28] [29] [30] . The choice of child shape for this study is 2 : 1 aspect ratio rectangles, selected due to their tendency to self-assemble the random domino (parquet) tiling [26, 31, 32] instead of the square lattice because of the higher entropy of the former, shown in Figure 1 (b). We perform a thorough analysis of this system, and provide design rules to predict the assembly behavior of another polygonal system.
We employ triangle waves to form the allophilic shaping with amplitude, A, and wavenumber, n k (Figure 2 ) applied to rectangles of long-edge length L. Possible amplitudes are A ∈ [0, 0.5L], which are reported as a fraction of 0.5L: A ∈ [0, 1]. We choose positive integer values for n k such that n k = 1 corresponds to one half-wavelength. A rectangle corresponds to A = 0, n k = 0.
We use HPMC [33, 34] , an in-house HOOMD-Blue [35, 36] plugin for hard particle Monte Carlo (MC), to perform simulations of N = 10082 particles (5041 pairs) on 32 CPUs on XSEDE [37] Stampede [38] . HPMC utilizes MPI domain decomposition, based on the implementation [39] in HOOMD-Blue. Simulations are performed in the N P T thermodynamic ensemble, allowing the simulation box to shear. A step size of ∆ βL 2 P = 0.2, L = √ 2 is used to scan through the system, identifying the highest density fluid and lowest density solid via the rate of decay in the orientation correlation function [40] [41] [42] , as detailed in the SI † . The system starts with an artificially constructed low-density crystal (φ = 0.2) for convenience, and is thermalized to a random configuration before compressing to a higher density fluid. The system is then compressed to the target pressure, allowing the system to run 4 × 10 6 sweeps at each incremental increase in pressure. Once at the target pressure, the system runs to equilibration in the target crystal phase, for at least 4 × 10 7 Monte Carlo sweeps.
We hypothesize that allophilic shaping through the introduction of allophilic faceting will form entropic patches, which will increase the DEFs, as the DEFs are correlated with facet size [17] . The PMFT allows for the quantitative measurement and comparison of DEFs via the calculation of the free energy associated with the pair correlation function. PMFTs are measured using the highest-density fluids found in the phase space sweep. Allophilic shaping must be able to overcome the random domino phase, entropically favored by unpatterned rectangles, by encouraging the formation of the parent squares and discouraging the formation of local motifs contributing to the random domino tiling. The assembly propensity resulting from this shaping is measured by calculating the fraction of bonded particles, f b , in the lowest density solid found in the phase space sweep. Two particles are considered bonded when they are within a given distance of each other, d, and the difference in angle between the inter-particle vectors and the perfectly bonded inter-particle vectors is within a tolerance θ ≈ 0.1π. This allows for the measurement and evaluation of the assembly propensity of the allophilic shaping to form the desired parent structure. The fraction of bonded particles is
N , where N b is the number of particles that are bonded. For rectangles without allophilic shaping, f b is halved to account for the two possible binding surfaces. The amplitude, A, is held constant while wavenumber, n k , is varied to determine its effect on entropic bond strength and assembly propensity; the reverse is done to determine the effect of n k .
Results and Discussion
Figure 3: Snapshots of equilibrium simulation frames of the lowest density solid found for (a) rectangles βL 2 P = 9.0 and allophilic rectangles with (b) n k = 1, A = 0.14, Figure 4(d-i) , while values for the pressure of the lowest density solids, βL 2 P * , can also be found in Figure 4 (j-l). Figure 3 shows that in the lowest density solid, suitable choices of the amplitude (A) and wavenumber (n k ) lead to a substantial increase in the local ordering of the system into the desired local square motif. In SI † Figure 5 , the images in Figure 3 are replaced by the best achieved thermodynamic assembly. To isolate the effect allophilic shaping has on the strength of the entropic bond, as measured by the depth of the primary bonding well, cross-sections of the PMFTs are computed through this well, shown in Figure 4 . The difference in the depth of this well and the binding well of a rectangle, β∆F 12 = βF 12 − βF 12,rectangle , is calculated. We observe that amplitude has the strongest effect on the depth of the well, producing a difference in free energy of β∆F 12 > 2 at the highest amplitudes investigated (Figure 4(d) ). This indicates that the strength of the entropic bond increases with increasing amplitude. This increased entropic bond strength favors the desired square phase and disfavors the similar yet distinct random domino tiling, as seen by the merging of the first two minima with increasing amplitude, shown in Figure 4 and the SI †.
The wavenumber affects the depth of the binding well to a lesser extent than does the amplitude. At lower amplitudes, A = 0.14 ( Figure 4(e) ), the difference in free energy of β∆F 12 < 1 is not as significant as the gain in mixing entropy: even-valued n k have N particles with which to bind, while odd-valued n k have only N 2 particles with which to bind. As even and odd wavenumbers affect the depth of the bonding well differently, the entropy associated with having a homogenous versus a heterogeneous system dominates the DEFs created from allophilic shaping [43] . At slightly higher amplitudes, A = 0.28, (Figure 4(f ) ), the effect is significant enough to overcome this mixing entropy because even and odd wavenumbers no longer have different effects on the depth of the well. At higher amplitudes, both even and odd wavenumbers are effective in deepening the primary well, except for n k = 1. At fixed A = 0.28, increasing the wavenumber above n k = 4 leads to a slight decrease in the depth of the primary well, suggesting that the optimal wavenumber is n k = 3 or 4 ( Figure 4(f ) ). Note that the allophilic shaping is effective at removing the minima associated with the random domino tiling indicated with black arrows at (∆x ≈ 0.3). Difference in the bonding well energies β∆F12 (upper bound) for constant (d) n k = 4 with varying A, and for constant (e) A = 0.14, (f ) A = 0.28 for varying n k . Average fraction of unbonded particles 1 − f b (lower bound) for constant (g) n k = 4 with varying A, and for constant (h) A = 0.14, (i) A = 0.28 with varying n k . Pressures βL 2 P * at which lowest density solid is found (upper bound) for constant (j) n k = 4 with varying A, and for constant (k) A = 0.14, (l) A = 0.28 for varying n k . (d,g) show a direct correlation between the increase in DEFs and fraction of particles that bind (f b ) due to increase in A, while (e, f, h, i) show the threshold-like nature of A for increasing the DEFs, and that there exists an optimal value of n k . Error bars are reported for (d -i) as the standard deviation of the average of 4 replicate simulations at the same state point. Error for (d, e, f ) is O (0.005), while error for (g, h, i) is O (0.0005), which is smaller than the markers used. No error bars reported for (j, k, l) as pressure is an independent variable in the simulation. (c, d) ), indicating that the alternate binding configurations are probable enough to prevent a further increase in f b that would be expected given the increase in the depth of the bonding well (Figure 4(d, g ))
The fraction of bonded particles, f b , in the lowest density solid found serves as a measure of the assembly propensity of the target crystal. Rectangles self-assemble the random domino tiling, while allophilic rectangles are better able to self-assemble the square lattice as seen in Figure ? ?. This effect is more pronounced at higher values of A and n k > 1. For both A and n k , we observed an initial decrease in pairing, which suggests that small amounts of shaping do not increase the DEFs enough to overcome the entropic repulsion caused by vertices [17] . The fraction f b plateaus (Figure 4(g) ) at A ≈ 0.4, while for n k at constant A = 0.28 there is a maximum in f b (shown as a minimum in 1 − f b ) at n k = 3 (Figure 4(i) ).
As A increases, the width of the bonding well increases (Figure 4 (f ) and SI †), eventually eliminating the random domino bonding well, and disallowing this competing motif. However, the effect that the increased A has on pairing eventually plateaus (Figure 4(g) ). As seen in Figure 5 , the PMFT landscape shows the emergence of misbonded particles, introducing competing motifs that are favorable enough to inhibit further improvement of the square lattice.
Interestingly, even and odd n k do not seem to impact the particle pairing once the threshold value for A is met. As discussed previously, odd n k have only N 2 particles with which to bind; thus, we expected that f b for odd values of n k would be less than that for even numbers, for which any particle is a correct match, as seen for A = 0.14 ( Figure 4(e) ) [43] . Instead, we see that once the DEFs are strong enough, the difference in fraction of available particles with which to bind no longer matters; in fact at A = 0.28 the odd n k = 3 formed the most pairs (Figure 4(i) ). This unexpectedly high assembly propensity demonstrates how successful allotropic shaping is at forming the desired bond using a relatively small amount of shaping.
As n k increases past n k = 4, the fraction of bonded particles decreases (Figure 4(i) ). As seen in Figure 6 , the additional teeth allow for undesired bonds to form between the shapes. Additionally, the re-appearance of the well corresponding to unbonded particles as seen in Figure 6 leads to the conclusion that the teeth are close enough to sterically mimic a flat face, thus allowing for a parquet-like phase to still be entropically competitive. This study also shows that allophilic shaping successfully discourages the formation of local motifs that lead to the random domino tiling. Allophilic particles simply cannot be in a "T" configuration without wasting too much available inter-tooth space.
Allophilic shaping is a useful shaping technique to avoid alternate motifs that prevent the formation of the parent shape. Collectively, our results in Figure 3(g,i) suggest a simple design rule for allophilic patterning that promotes the formation of local motifs consistent with the desired global motif: the particle features that result from allophilic shape patterning should be on the order of A ≈ 0.3 which corresponds to 15% of the particle size and 3 − 4 in number. In terms of amplitude, smaller features do not lead to sufficiently strong entropic binding to overcome mixing entropy. In terms of wavenumber, fewer features do not provide sufficient selectivity for the entropic bonds while more features begin to introduce competing motifs.
We show the efficacy of these design rules using a system of right-isosceles triangles. Rightisosceles triangles do not self-assemble the square phase or any ordered phase, as seen in Figure 7 (a), in contrast to the rectangular system previously studied. Triangle-wave shaping is applied in the same fashion as for rectangles to right-isosceles triangles. Intermediate values of n k = 4, A = 0.28 are utilized to demonstrate that an experimentally feasible level of shaping is capable of assembling the desired phase. We find these values of n k = 4, A = 0.28 are successful at inducing ordering in the system, as measured by the pair fraction of f > 0.95.
As seen in Figure 7(c, d) , the right isosceles triangle system has potential wells analogous to those in the random domino tiling in rectangles, which now corresponds to a configuration where the base and hypotenuse align. This arrangement is not compatible with the desired square lattice. And unlike rectangles, there is no alternate tiling available, causing a disordered solid phase to form rather than the desired crystal. By applying the allophilic shaping, the hypotenuse-hypotenuse bond is strengthened while eliminating the base-hypotenuse bond, allowing for the self-assembly of the desired phase, more effectively than allophilic rectangles (f b,triangle ≈ 0.95, f b,rect,max ≈ 0.85).
Conclusion
We have shown how allophilic shaping improves the self-assembly of desired phases without the use of DNA functionalization, external fields, or other types of intrinsic inter-particle interactions. These entropic interactions both stabilize desired phases and form phases that are otherwise unobtainable. PMFT analysis shows that allophilic shaping is able to increase the DEFs between particles, and that the strength of this force is tunable by varying the shaping. The entropic patch [17] created via allophilic shaping adds another method to the growing number of self-assembly tools available to researchers. In the self-assembly of square-derived polygons, the order of the assembly was increased by allophilic interaction; in fact, an ordered phase was achieved with allophilic right-isosceles triangles where unpatterned triangles failed. We conjecture that in nature, where crowded, non-convex geometries are common (e.g. proteins), shape allophilic, entropic interactions contribute significantly to their lock-and-key binding. Our results from a simple, model two-dimensional system suggest that features need only be ≈ 15% of particle size to get the desired binding without enthalpic interactions. It would be of interest to test this in a more complex three-dimensional system. Here we studied a monovalent shape allophile; future work should also investigate different types of allophilic shaping, including multivalent shape allophiles.
Finally, we note that prior work for convex hard particles has shown that vertices are effectively entropically repulsive [17, 18, 44] , but vertex proximity has been shown to be important for the plasmonic response of anisotropic particles [45, 46] . Our allophilic particle yield motifs with relatively high vertex proximity, which are potentially useful for improving plasmonic response in systems of anisotropic particles.
